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Abstract
Implementing the type system of a programming language is

a critical task that is often done in an ad-hoc fashion. Whilst

this makes it hard to ensure the system is sound, it alsomakes

it difficult to extend as the language evolves. We are inter-

ested in describing type systems using declarative rewrite

rules from which an implementation can be automatically

generated. Whilst not all type systems are easily expressed

in this manner, those involving unions, intersections and

negations are well-suited for this.

In this paper, we consider a relatively complex type sys-

tem involving unions, intersections and negations developed

previously. This system was not developed with rewriting in

mind, though clear parallels are immediately apparent from

the original presentation. For example, the system presented

required types be first converted into a variation on Disjunc-

tive Normal Form. We identify that the original system can,

for the most part, be reworked to enable a natural expression

using declarative rewrite rules. We present an implementa-

tion of our rewrite rules in the Whiley Rewrite Language

(WyRL), and report performance results compared with a

hand-coded solution.
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1 Introduction
In the pursuit of efficient, flexible and correct programming

language implementations the language designer can ben-

efit from a wide range of tools to aid his/her craft. Exam-

ples of such tools include parser-generators [27, 54, 57], lan-
guage workbenches [31, 48, 70, 74],meta-programming frame-
works [15, 46], program transformation systems [23, 72], IDE
generator frameworks [20, 32] and more [11, 40, 41, 66]. Gen-

eral purpose term rewrite systems have been used in the

engineering of programming languages and related tools for

some time [55]. Success has been achieved in a wide range

of areas, such as: program transformation [17, 72], program
analysis [49], formal verification [26, 56], and domain-specific
languages [71]. Numerous industrial-strength rewriting tools

have also been developed, with notable examples includ-

ing: CafeOBJ [26], ELAN [14], Maude [21, 22], Stratego [72],

ASF+SDF [16, 71] and Rascal [49] (amongst others). To that

end, there is little doubt that certain problems can benefit

significantly from being expressed with rewrite rules. Specif-

ically, the separation of rewrite rules from the application

strategy allows easy experimentation with different strate-

gies and, furthermore, conceptually divides up the problem.

We are interested in tools which can simplify the devel-

opment of programming language type systems. Indeed, it
is well known that designing and implementing a type sys-

tem from scratch is an arduous task [66]. At the same time,

this is one of the most critical components of a language’s

implementation as it enforces the properties upon which

other components rely (e.g. type soundness) [40]. We are

interested in applying declarative rewrite rules for describ-

ing and implementing type systems as this helps to separate

type checking rules from their implementation. However,

applying rewriting here is not straightforward as many type

systems are not amenable to this approach. For example, type

checking Java programs is more about traversing inheritance

hierarchies and name resolution than anything else [28, 51].

In developing theWhiley Verifying Compiler [6, 60, 63, 64],

we stumbled upon a type system whose implementation

is well-suited to declarative rewriting. This is really the

class of structural type systems involving union, intersection
and negation types. Such systems are interesting as devel-

oping a sound and complete subtype operator is challeng-

ing [8, 19, 24, 35]. Here, soundness means the implementa-

tion cannot incorrectly say two things are subtypes when,

in fact, they are not. Conversely, completeness means that
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the implementation cannot fail to report that two types are

subtypes when, indeed, they are. Whilst it is easy enough to

develop a system which is one or the other, achieving both is

challenging. In previous work, we developed such a system

and established its correctness [59]. On reflection, what was

most striking about our approach was the obvious parallel

with rewriting. In particular, it is critical in such a system

that types are properly simplified in order to obtain the com-

pleteness property. Furthermore, subtyping in such systems

corresponds to determining whether a specially-crafted in-

tersection type can be reduced to void or not (more later).

1.1 Flow Typing
Flow-sensitive typing — or, flow typing — is a relatively new

typing discipline arising from prior work on data-flow anal-

ysis and related flow-sensitive static analyses. Flow typing

has recently been popularised by its inclusion in a number

of up-and-coming programming languages, including Cey-
lon (Redhat) [1], Kotlin (JetBrains) [3], Flow (Facebook) [2],
Typescript (Microsoft) [13], Groovy [4], Racket [69] and, of
course, Whiley [59].

Union types (e.g. T1 ∨ T2) provide an alternative to alge-
braic data types (ADTs) or sum types. Consider the following
example in Whiley:

// Return index of first occurrence of c in str, or null if none
function indexOf(int[] xs,int x)->int|null:

...

Here, indexOf() returns the first index of a given integer

in the array, or null if there is none. The type int|null

is a union type, meaning it is either an int or null. The

system ensures the type int|null cannot be treated as an int,

thus providing a neat solution to the problem of preventing

NullPointerExceptions [29, 33, 53].

A defining characteristic of flow typing is the ability to

retype variables after runtime type tests. This is typically

achieved through intersections (e.g. T1 ∧ T2) and negations
(e.g. ¬T1). The following use of indexOf() illustrates:

...

int|null idx = indexOf(...)

if idx is int:

... // idx has type int
else:

... // idx has type null

Here, we must first ensure idx is an int before using it on

the true branch. This is done using the type test operator

is (similar to instanceof in Java). To determine the type of

variable idx on the true branch, Whiley intersects its declared
type (i.e. int|null) with the type test (i.e. int). Likewise, on

the false branch, it computes the difference of these two

types (i.e. int|null - int).1

1
Observe type difference in such a system is given by: T1 − T2 ≡ T1 ∧ ¬T2

1.2 Contributions
In this paper, we develop a type checker using declarative

rewrite rules for a type system developed previously [59].

This system provided a partial formalisation of the flow typ-

ing system used in Whiley but omits more complex features,

such as recursive and function types. The key challenge is

that this system was not developed with declarative rewrite

rules in mind and requires adaptation for this purpose. But,

at the same time, it is an excellent candidate for the use

of declarative rewrite rules because of the need to simplify

union, intersection and negation types. Finally, we note that

although flow typing is our particular interest, the techniques

developed in this paper can be applied to other related areas

(e.g. typing XML documents [12, 44]).

2 Background
We now set out the context of our problem. In particular, we

examine in detail how a type system involving unions, inter-

sections and negations could be implemented using declara-

tive rewrite rules. The key is that the expressive nature of

types in this system, along with the desire for certain prop-

erties (namely, soundness and completeness), make subtyping

a challenging theoretical and practical problem.

2.1 Overview
We now examine our type system involving union, inter-

section and negation types developed previously [59]. This

is about the simplest possible type system involving these

combinators which is practically useful. The system was pre-

sented in the context of a small flow-typed programming

language called FT. For our purposes here, we are not con-
cerned with other aspects of FT, such as its complete syntax,

operational semantics, typing judgements, etc. Our interest

lies in the language of types presented and, in particular, the

subtyping operator defined over them. The following recaps

the definition of types in FT:

T ::= any | void | int primitives
| (T1, . . . , Tn) tuples
| ¬T negations
| T1 ∧ . . . ∧ Tn intersections
| T1 ∨ . . . ∨ Tn unions

Here, any represents the set of all values, void the empty

set, int the set of all integers and (T1, . . . , Tn) tuples with
one or more elements. The union T1 ∨ T2 is a type whose
values are in T1 or T2. Amongst other things, union types

are useful for characterising types generated at meet points

in the control-flow graph. The intersection T1 ∧ T2 is a type
whose values are in T1 and T2, and is typically used in flow

type systems to capture the type of a variable after a runtime

type test. The type ¬T is the negation type containing those

values not in T. Negations are also useful for capturing the
type of a variable on the false branch of a type test.
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Finally, the original system made some common assump-

tions regarding unions and intersections: namely, that ele-
ments are unordered and duplicates are removed. Thus, T1 ∨ T2
is indistinguishable from T2 ∨ T1. Likewise, T1 ∨ T1 is indis-
tinguishable from T1. These assumptions were not strictly

necessary, but simplified the formal presentation.

Semantics. To better understand the meaning of types, it is

helpful to give them a semantic interpretation [8, 19, 24, 35].

This is a set-theoretic model where subtype corresponds to
subset. The domain D is the set of all values constructible

from integers or tuples, inductively defined as follows:

D = Z ∪
{
(v1, . . . , vn) | v1 ∈D, . . . , vn ∈D

}
Using the domain D we can define the interpretation for

a given type T, denoted by ⟦T⟧, as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Semantic Interpretation). Every type T is

characterized by the set of values it contains, given by ⟦T⟧:

⟦any⟧ = D
⟦void⟧ = ∅
⟦int⟧ = Z

⟦(T1, . . . , Tn)⟧ = {(v1, . . . , vn) | v1 ∈ ⟦T1⟧, . . . , vn ∈ ⟦Tn⟧}
⟦¬T⟧ = D − ⟦T⟧

⟦T1 ∧ . . . ∧ Tn⟧ = ⟦T1⟧ ∩ . . . ∩ ⟦Tn⟧
⟦T1 ∨ . . . ∨ Tn⟧ = ⟦T1⟧ ∪ . . . ∪ ⟦Tn⟧

Essentially, ⟦T⟧ determines the set of values to which the

type T corresponds. It is important to distinguish the syn-
tactic representation T from its semantic interpretation ⟦T⟧.
The former corresponds (roughly speaking) to a physical ma-

chine representation, such as found in the source code of a

programming language. In contrast, the latter corresponds to

a mathematical ideal which, although unlikely to exist in any

practical implementation, provides a simple model we are

aspiring to. As such, the syntactic representation diverges

from the semantic model and, to compensate, we must estab-

lish a correlation between them. For example int and ¬¬int
have distinct syntactic representations, but are semantically

indistinguishable. Similarly for (int ∨ (int, int), any) and
(int, any) ∨ ((int, int), any).

Subtyping. Determining whether one type is a subtype of

another (i.e. T1 ≤ T2) is an operation whose implementa-

tion is not immediately obvious. There are two well-known

properties which an implementation should have:

Definition 2.2 (Subtype Soundness). A subtype operator,

≤, is sound if T1 ≤T2 =⇒ ⟦T1⟧⊆ ⟦T2⟧, for any T1 and T2.

Definition 2.3 (Subtype Completeness). A subtype opera-

tor, ≤, is complete if, for any types T1 and T2, it holds that
⟦T1⟧ ⊆ ⟦T2⟧ =⇒ T1 ≤ T2.

A subtype operator which exhibits both of these properties

is said to be sound and complete [19, 34, 35]. For illustration,
Figure 1 presents a typical set of subtyping rules used else-

where [68, 69]. For example, ((int, int), int) ≤ ¬(int, int)

T ≤ any void ≤ T
(S-Any, S-Void)

int ≤ ¬(T1, . . . , Tn)
(S-Int1)

(T1, . . . , Tn) ≤ ¬int
(S-Int2)

∀i.Ti ≤ Si

(T1, . . . , Tn) ≤ (S1, . . . , Sn)
(S-Tup1)

n , m ∨ ∃i.Ti ≤ ¬Si

(T1, . . . , Tn) ≤ ¬(S1, . . . , Sm)
(S-Tup2)

∀i.Ti ≥ Si

¬(T1, . . . , Tn) ≤ ¬(S1, . . . , Sn)
(S-Tup3)

∀i.Ti ≤ S

T1∨ . . . ∨ Tn ≤ S
(S-Union1)

∃i.T ≤ Si

T ≤ S1∨ . . . ∨ Sn
(S-Union2)

∃i.Ti ≤ S

T1∧ . . . ∧ Tn ≤ S
(S-Intersect1)

∀i.T ≤ Si

T ≤ S1∧ . . . ∧ Sn
(S-Intersect2)

Figure 1. A sound but incomplete subtyping algorithm for

the language of types defined in §2.1.

holds by S-Tup2. Likewise, under S-Union1 it holds that

(int, any) ∨ (any, int) ≤ (any, any), etc.
The rules of Figure 1 are sound with respect to Defini-

tion 2.1, but not complete. For example, neither of the follow-

ing hold under Figure 1 (but are implied by Definition 2.1):

any ≤ int∨¬int

(int ∨ (int, int), int) ≤ (int, int) ∨ ((int, int), int)

This problem of finding a sound and complete subtype

operator has been studied extensively [8, 9, 19, 35, 44, 59].

2.2 Subtyping as Rewriting
In prior work, we obtained a sound and complete subtyping

operator by reducing the problem to determining whether a

given type is equivalent to void [59]. Of relevance here is

the mixture of hand-written rewrite rules and other compu-

tation used. However, we did not attempt to encode these

rules using an existing rewrite engine. We now clarify how

subtyping can be reduced to rewriting. The key observation
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is this well-known equivalence [35, 59]:

T1 ≤ T2 ⇐⇒ T1 ∧ ¬T2 = void (1)

To understand how we arrive at this equivalence it is helpful

to break it down as follows:

T1 ≤ T2 ⇐⇒ ⟦T1⟧ ⊆ ⟦T2⟧
⇐⇒ ⟦T1⟧ − ⟦T2⟧ = ∅
⇐⇒ T1 ∧ ¬T2 = void

This equivalence is critical as it means we can check subtyp-

ing by constructing the above intersection and attempting

to rewrite it to void. Soundness and completeness of subtyp-

ing thus relies on soundness and completeness of rewriting.

That is, every rewrite must preserve the semantics of types

involved (soundness) and, for types equivalent to void, it
must succeed in rewriting them to void (completeness).

Canonical Form. The original approach taken in our previ-

ous work relies on a number of steps. In particular, all types

are rewritten into a variant of disjunctive normal form re-

ferred to as Canonicalised Disjunctive Normal Form which,

essentially, is just a disjunction of canonical conjuncts. We

now summarise the salient aspects of this representation,

and the interested reader is referred to our earlier work for

a more detailed exposition [59].

An important aspect of our approach was the definition

of an atom. These are indivisible types which are split into

the positive and negative atoms as follows:

Definition 2.4 (Type Atoms). Let T∗ denote a type atom:

T∗ ::=T+ | T−

T− ::=¬T+

T+ ::=any | int | (T+1 , . . . , T
+
n )

Here, T+ denotes a positive atom and T− a negative atom.

From Definition 2.4 we see that a negative atom is simply

a negated positive atom. Furthermore, the elements of tuple

atoms are positive atoms — which differs from the original

definition of types, where an element could hold any possible

type (including e.g. a union or intersection type).

One of the challenges lies in converting from the general

types of §2.1 into a more restricted form made up from dis-

juncts and conjuncts of atoms. The first step is to convert a

general type T into an equivalent of the following form:

∨
i

∧
j

T∗i,j (2)

This was achieved in our original presentation using a

procedure, DNF(T) defined as follows:

Definition 2.5 (DNF). Let T =⇒∗ T′ denote the application
of zero or more rewrite rules (defined below) to type T, pro-
ducing a potentially updated type T′.

¬¬T =⇒ T (1)
¬
∨

iTi =⇒
∧

i¬Ti (2)
¬
∧

iTi =⇒
∨

i¬Ti (3)( ∨
i Si
)
∧
∧

jTj =⇒
∨

i

(
Si ∧

∧
jTj
)

(4)

(. . . ,
∨

iTi, . . .) =⇒
∨

i (. . . , Ti, . . .) (5)
(. . . ,

∧
iTi, . . .) =⇒

∧
i (. . . , Ti, . . .) (6)

(. . . ,¬T, . . .) =⇒ (. . . , any, . . .) ∧ ¬(. . . , T, . . .) (7)

DNF(T) = T′ denotes the computation T =⇒∗ T′, such that no

more rewrite rules apply.

Rules (1 − 3) above are fairly straightforward and simply

move a term into Negation Normal Form (NNF) where nega-
tions are eliminated or pushed inwards as much as possible.

However, rules (5 − 6) are somewhat non-standard and pull

unions, intersections and negations outside of tuples. For ex-
ample, type (int ∨ (int, int), any) is rewritten into a union

of positive atoms (int, any) ∨ ((int, int), any).
The next step in the process is to simplify conjuncts into

canonical conjuncts, which were defined as follows:

Definition 2.6 (Canonical Conjunct). A canonical conjunct,
denoted T∧, has the form T+1 ∧ ¬T

+
2∧, . . . ,∧¬T

+
n where:

1. For each negation ¬T+k , we have T
+
1 , T+k and T+1 ≥ T+k .

2. For distinct negations ¬T+k and ¬T+m , we have T
+
k ̸≥ T+m .

Rule 1 from Definition 2.6 makes sense if we consider

T1 ∧ ¬T2 as T1 − T2; thus, in rule 1 the amount “subtracted”

from the positive atom by any given negative atom is strictly

less than the total. For example, (int, int) ∧ ¬(any, any)
is not permitted since this corresponds to void. Likewise,
(any, int) ∧ ¬(int, any) is not permitted either as it is more

precisely represented as (any, int) ∧ ¬(int, int). Rule 2

prohibits negative atoms from subsuming each other, such

as in (any, any) ∧ ¬(int, int) ∧ ¬(any, int).

Canonical Construction. Our original presentation includ-
ed a mechanism for constructing canonical conjuncts from

an arbitrary conjunct of atoms. This mechanism required

the conjunct to be repeatedly reduced using a set of rewrites

until no further reductions were possible.

The rewrite rules from the original presentation are shown

in Figure 2. Rule 1 reduces a conjunct containing void to

void. Rule 2 simply combines all the positive atoms together

using a special intersection operator for positive atoms (more

later, but for now view as intersection). Observe that, after

repeated applications of rule 2, there is at most one posi-
tive atom remaining. Rule 3 catches the case when the neg-

ative contribution exceeds the positive contribution (e.g.

int ∧ ¬any =⇒ void). Rule 4 catches negative components

which lie outside the domain (e.g. int ∧ ¬(int, int) =⇒ int).
Rule 5 covers negative components needing to be trimmed

(e.g. (any, int) ∧ ¬(int, any) =⇒ (any, int) ∧ ¬(int, int)).
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void ∧ . . . =⇒ void (1)
T+i ∧ T+j ∧ . . . =⇒ (T+i ⊓ T+j ) ∧ . . . (2)

T+x ∧ ¬T
+
y ∧ . . . =⇒ void if T+x ≤ T+y (3)

=⇒ T+x ∧ . . . if T+x ⊓ T+y = void (4)
=⇒ T+x ∧¬(T

+
x ⊓T

+
y )∧. . . if T+x ̸≥T+y (5)

¬T+x ∧ ¬T
+
y ∧ . . . =⇒ ¬T+x ∧ . . . if T+x ≥T+y (6)

Figure 2.Mechanism for constructing canonical conjuncts

from arbitrary conjuncts of the form

∧
iT
∗
i. Recall that

T1 ∧ T2 is indistinguishable from T2 ∧ T1. Therefore e.g. rule
(2) picks two arbitrary positive atoms from

∧
iT
∗
i, not just

the leftmost two (as the presentation might suggest).

Finally, rule 6 catches redundant negative components (e.g.

. . . ∧ ¬(int, any) ∧ ¬(int, int) =⇒ . . . ∧ ¬(int, any)).

2.3 Problem Statement
A key observation from Definition 2.6 is that a canonical con-

junct cannot represent void. The guarantee we previously
obtained is that, after maximally reducing a type, we have

either a union of canonical conjuncts or void. This gives
the mechanism needed for sound and complete subtyping.

Our goal in this paper is to provide an encoding of the sys-

tem within an existing rewrite engine. Such an encoding

improves upon the ad-hoc hand-written rewrite rules given

in our original presentation in several ways. Firstly, they

provide a more precise description. Secondly, they allow the

system to be mechanically tested to increase confidence that

the original hand-written proofs were correct. Finally, such

an encoding allows automatic generation of a type checker,

thereby closing the gap between the type system design (i.e.

our original presentation [59]) and its implementation (i.e.

in the Whiley compiler). Indeed, the current implementation

in the compiler bears little resemblance to our presentation.

3 Towards an Encoding
We now turn our attention to the encoding of types from our

type system using declarative rewrite rules. At this stage,

our goal is to introduce WyRL and give some indication as

to how types can be encoded, rather than develop a com-

plete solution. Our approach is framed in the context of the

Whiley Rewrite Language (WyRL), which is a standalone tool

providing a domain-specific declarative rewrite language

and code generator [61]. We choose this tool simply because

it is familiar to us and is already part of the Whiley compiler.

However, the general approach taken here should be appli-

cable to other similar tools (e.g. Spoofax [48, 75], Rascal [49],

etc).

3.1 Basics
We begin with a cut-down encoding of types which pro-

vides a gradual introduction to the syntax. The fundamental

building blocks in WyRL are terms. For example:

term Any

term Void

define Primitive as Any | Void

term Not(Type)

define Type as Primitive | Not(Type)

This defines a language of terms of the form Any, Void,

Not(Any), Not(Not(Void)), etc. Here, the Not term describes

recursive structures of arbitrary depth. Rewrite rules can be

defined over terms of this language as follows:

reduce Not(Primitive b):

=> Void, if b == Any

=> Any

reduce Not(Not(Type t)):

=> t

These implement two simplifications for terms in our lan-

guage. Each rewrite rule consists of a pattern and one or

more cases delineated by “=>”. The first rule matches ei-

ther Not(Void) or Not(Any) and employs a conditional case
to distinguish them. Cases are tried in order of occurence

and, hence, the second case is applied only if the first is

not. The second rule matches terms such as Not(Not(Any)),

Not(Not(Not(Void))), etc. The order of applications is un-

specified and there are two valid applications of this rule

to Not(Not(Not(Void))) (i.e. where t either binds to Void or

Not(Void)) and we cannot determine which will be applied.

In this case it doesn’t matter which is applied first and, in

general, we must carefully ensure our rewrites are confluent.

3.2 Union and Intersection Types
We now encode unions and intersections using the pattern

matching features of WyRL. In the rewrites above, the pat-

terns were simple and the ordering of subterms not a con-

sideration. However, intersection and union types may have

an arbitrary number of subterms. WyRL supports unordered
(i.e. associative-commutative) collections which correspond

to sets and, hence, are suitable here. Furthermore, pattern

matching over unordered collections is itself unordered.

The following illustrates a compound term with an un-

ordered set of subterms:

term And{Type...} // Intersection Type

Here, the “...” in “Type...” indicates zero-or-more oc-

currences. Since sets are unordered, And{Any,Void} is indis-

tinguishable from And{Void,Any} (recall this matches the

assumptions made in §2.1). Rewrites over sets employ un-

ordered (i.e. associative-commutative) pattern matching:

reduce And{Primitive p, Type... ts}:

=> Void, if p == Void

=> Any, if |ts| == 0

=> And (ts)
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The above matches any instance of And with at least one
subterm which is an instance of Primitive. Thus, it will match

And{Any} and And{Not(Void),Any}, but will not match And{}

or And{Not(Void)}. Furthermore, there are two possible ap-

plications of this rule to the term And{Any,Void} and the

order in which they will be applied is unspecified.

3.3 Tuple Types
Whilst union and intersection types represent unordered col-

lections of types, tuples represent ordered sequences. Fortu-

nately, WyRL supports ordered collections of subterms which

correspond roughly to lists or arrays and provide ordered
pattern matching. The following illustrates:

term Tuple[Type...]

reduce And{Tuple[Type... x], Tuple[Type... y],

Type... rest}:

=> Void, if |x| != |y|

=> let r = [And{x[i],y[i]} | i in 0..|x|]

in And(Tuple(r) ++ rest)

This rule reduces intersection of tuple types to that of inter-

secting element types, where intersecting two tuples of dif-

ferent arity reduces to Void. The reduction rule employs a list
comprehension to enable iterating over an arbitrary number

of subterms. Thus, the term And{Tuple[Int],Tuple[Int,Int]}

reduces to Void, whilst And{Tuple[x1,x2],Tuple[y1,y2]} re-

duces to And{Tuple[And{x1,y1},And{x2,y2}]}, etc.

3.4 Remarks
We have now explored various aspects of WyRL and il-

lustrated, roughly speaking, how a type system involving

unions, intersections and negations can be represented.What

remains is to encode the rewrite rules from Definition 2.5

and Figure 2. There are two challenges: the subtype and inter-
section operators used in Figure 2. These are problematic as

they represent non-trivial computation that cannot easily be

described within WyRL itself. That is, WyRL has no support

for writing arbitrary functions. Nevertheless, with some care,

they can be encoded directly as rewrite rules within WyRL.

4 Implementation
We now present our completed implementation of the type

system from §2.1 using declarative rewrite rules. The main

purpose of these rules is to simplify a given type as much

as possible and, using this, we trivially obtain the subtyping

operator. This provides a useful contrast with the implemen-

tation of subtyping currently used in the Whiley compiler,

which does not exploit rewriting and is an ad-hoc implemen-

tation. Our goal is to eventually replace this with an imple-

mentation based on rewriting, though there are still hurdles

to overcome here (in particular, recursive types [47, 58]).
From our perspective, the benefits of rewriting are easier

maintenance and extension. Indeed, maintaining our ad-hoc

type system implementation over the years has proved chal-

lenging. For example, there remain numerous long-standing

open issues (e.g. [5], issues #645,#585,#561). Whilst such is-

sues are by no means impossible to fix, they typically require

extensive refactoring and can represent months of work each.

Likewise, new features being added to the language have

proved challenging when they involve the type system. For

example, the recent addition of reference lifetimes required
careful modifications to the type system [67].

4.1 Preliminaries
We begin with preliminaries before presenting the main

pieces of our solution. First, the syntax of types is as follows:

term Void

term Any

term Int

define Primitive as Any | Void | Int

term Tuple[Type...]

term Not(Type)

term Or{Type...}

term And{Type...}

define Type as Primitive | Tuple | Not | Or

| And | ...

These are largely as indicated from §3, although the “...”

on the last line indicates space for additional types to be

introduced later. Some basic rewrites over these types are

given in Figure 3. The latter two are for flattening nested

union and nested intersection types. Perhaps surprisingly,

these do not correspond to any rules from the original pre-

sentation where, instead, a tacit (and unwritten) assumption

was made that unions of unions were automatically flattened

and, likewise, for intersections of intersections.

reduce Not(Any):

=> Void

reduce Or{Void}:

=> Void

reduce Or{Or{Type... t1s}, Type... t2s}:

=> Or(t1s ++ t2s)

reduce And{And{Type... t1s}, Type... t2s}:

=> And(t1s ++ t2s)

Figure 3. Some simple rewrites applied to basic types.
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reduce Not(Not(Type t)): // Def 2.5(1)
=> t

reduce Not(Or{Type... ts}): // Def 2.5(2)
=> let xs = { Not(t) | t in ts }

in And(xs)

reduce Not(And{Type... ts}): // Def 2.5(3)
=> let xs = { Not(t) | t in ts }

in Or(xs)

reduce And{Or{Type... xs}, Type... ys}:

=> let ys = { And(x ++ ys) | x in xs }

in Or(ys) // Def 2.5(4)

reduce Tuple[Or{Type... xs},Type...ts]:

=> let ys = { Tuple(r++ts) | r in xs }

in Or(ys) // Def 2.5(5a)

reduce Tuple[Type t1, Or{Type... xs}, Type...ts]:

=> let ys={ Tuple([t1,r]++ts) | r in xs }

in Or(ys) // Def 2.5(5b)

reduce Tuple[And{Type... xs},Type...ts]:

=> let ys={ Tuple(r++ts) | r in xs }

in And(ys) // Def 2.5(6a)

reduce Tuple[Type t1, And{Type... xs}, Type...ts]:

=> let ys={ Tuple([t1,r]++ts) | r in xs }

in And(ys) // Def 2.5(6b)

reduce Tuple[Not(Type t1),Type...ts]:

=> let lhs=Tuple(Any++ts), rhs=Not(Tuple(t1++ts))

in And{lhs,rhs} // Def 2.5(7a)

reduce Tuple[Type t1, Not(Type t2), Type...ts]:

=> let lhs = Tuple([t1,Any]++ts),

rhs = Not(Tuple([t1,t2]++ts))

in And{lhs,rhs} // Def 2.5(7b)

Figure 4. Rewrite rules roughly equivalent to Definition 2.5.

4.2 DNF Construction
As discussed already, an important first step when rewriting

a general term is to move it into a type of the following form:∨
i

∧
j

T∗i,j (3)

Figure 4 presents the rewrite rules corresponding to Defini-

tion 2.5. Again, these are mostly straightforward and employ

set comprehensions to manage terms of arbitrary size. How-

ever, there is one shortcomingwhich represents an important

limitation. Specifically, we can only translate rules (5) − (7)

for specific cases rather than for the general case. For example,

Def 2.5(5a) from Figure 4 matches the case (
∨

iTi, . . .), whilst
Def 2.5(5b) matches (T,

∨
iTi, . . .). Unfortunately, WyRL is

not sufficiently expressive (at the time of writing) to match

an arbitrary position within a list. That is, for example, we

cannot write the following translation of rule (5):

reduce Tuple[Type... x, Or{Type... y}, Type... z]:

=> let rs={Tuple(x++[t]++z) | t in y}

in Or(rs)

4.3 Intersecting Positive Atoms
We now begin the more challenging process of encoding

Figure 2. As highlighted already, this employs an intersection

operator over positive atomswhich requires special attention.

This operator was defined as follows:

Definition 4.1 (Atom Intersection). Let T+1 and T+2 be posi-

tive atoms. Then, T+1 ⊓ T+2 is a positive atom or void deter-
mined as follows:

T+ ⊓ T+ = T+ (1)
any ⊓ T+ = T+ (2)
T+ ⊓ any = T+ (3)
int ⊓ (T+1 , . . . , T

+
n ) = void (4)

(T+1 , . . . , T
+
n ) ⊓ int = void (5)

(T+1 , . . . , T
+
n ) ⊓ (S+1 , . . . , S

+
m )

= void, if n , m (6)
= void, if ∃i.T+i ⊓ S+i = void (7)
= (T+1 ⊓ S+1 , . . . , T

+
n ⊓ S+n ), else (8)

Observe that (2) + (3) and (4) + (5) are symmetric.

Although presented in the style of a function, this operator

provides a natural recursive decomposition of terms which is

suitable for rewriting. We begin with some additional terms:

define NegAtom as Not(PosAtom)

define PosAtom as Int | Any | Tuple[PosAtom...]

term Intersect[PosAtom,PosAtom]

Here, PosAtom and NegAtom refine the concept of a Type

and, hence, any instance of PosAtom is also an instance of

Type (though not necessarily vice-versa). The term Intersect

has been introduced to represent the computation of the

intersection operator. That is, we should consider an instance

of Intersect to represent the computation in progress. Once

the computation is complete, we are left either with Void or

an instance of PosAtom. Finally, our definition of Type from

before is extended to include the Intersect term.

Figure 5 presents the rewrite rules for Intersect terms.

Most of these are fairly straightforward. The need for a con-

dition in rule Def 4.1(1)may seem surprising, but the pattern

matching language of WyRL does not (currently) allow one

to match e.g. Intersect[Type t, Type t]. Furthermore, rule

Def 4.1(7) is not an exact translation of its counterpart from

Definition 4.1 (as that cannot be expressed). However, the

net effect achieved is the same.
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reduce Intersect[PosAtom t1, PosAtom t2]:

=> t1, if t1 == t2 // Def 4.1(1)

reduce Intersect[Any, PosAtom t]:

=> t // Def 4.1(2)

reduce Intersect[Type t, Any]:

=> t // Def 4.1(3)

reduce Intersect[Int, Tuple]:

=> Void // Def 4.1(4)

reduce Intersect[Tuple,Int]:

=> Void // Def 4.1(5)

reduce Intersect[Tuple[Type... n],Tuple[Type... m]]:

=> Void, if |n| != |m| // Def 4.1(6)

reduce Tuple[Type... ns]: // Def 4.1(7)
=> Void, if some { t in ns | t is Void }

reduce Intersect[Tuple[Type... n],Tuple[Type... m]]:

=> let es = [Intersect[n[i],m[i]] | i in 0..|n|]

in Tuple(es), if |n|==|m| // Def 4.1(8)

Figure 5. Rewrite rules equivalent to Definition 4.1

4.4 Subtyping Positive Atoms
Figure 2 employs a subtype operator over positive atoms

which also requires special attention. We could attempt to

encode this using a special term (e.g. IsSubtype) as we did

with Intersect. However, we choose to eliminate the sub-

type operator altogether by reworking Figure 2. Our inspira-

tion comes from the known connection between subtyping

and intersection (i.e. T1 ≤T2 ⇐⇒ T1∧¬T2=void). Instead
of creating a new term (i.e. IsSubtype), we just reuse an exist-

ing one (i.e. Intersect). To that end, we rework rules (3)− (5)
from Figure 2 as follows:

T+x ∧ ¬T
+
y ∧ . . . =⇒ void if T+x = T+y (3)

=⇒ T+x ∧ . . . if T+y = void (4)
=⇒ T+x ∧ ¬(T

+
x ⊓ T+y ) ∧ . . . (5)

To understand the justification for this, first consider rule

(3) which previously required T+x ≤T
+
y . The intention of this

rule is that “if the negative contribution contains the positive
contribution, then only the empty set remains”. For example

int∧¬any should reduce to void. At first glance, the new
rule (3) above does not appear to fire in this case (i.e. since

int,any). However, rule (5) is now unconditional and ap-

plies first to give int∧¬(int⊓any) and, since this reduces
to int∧¬int, the updated rule (3) now fires as expected.

Consider now rule (4), which previously required that

T+x ⊓T
+
y =void. The intention of this rule is that “if the neg-

ative contribution subtracts nothing from the positive contri-
bution, then the positive contribution remains”. Since rule (5)
now applies unconditionally then, if this is true, we know

T+y still becomes void through the application of rule (5).

We now consider the implications for making rule (5)

unconditional. This previously required T+x ̸≥T
+
y , the purpose

of this was to ensure confluence rather than correctness.

Without it, a term such as any∧¬int could be matched to

produce any∧¬(any⊓int) which then simply reduces back

to its original form (i.e. any∧¬int). Indeed, by construction,

every term previously prohibited by the constraint that now

matches under rule (5) will return to its original form. Thus,

we have a problem of confluence with our updated rules

rather than correctness. We return to address this shortly.

Finally, we consider rule (6) from Figure 2, which is no

longer represented in our updated rules. The purpose of this

was to ensure canonical conjuncts really are canonical. For
example, any∧¬int and any∧¬int∧¬int are equivalent,

but the latter would be reduced by rule (6). This rule was

useful in the original presentation to aid the formalisation.

However, from a practical perspective, we do not require that
canonical conjuncts are actually canonical! Rather, we require
only that they are not equivalent to void. As such, rule (6)
from Figure 2 is not actually required.

4.5 Canonicalisation
To address the issue of confluence introduced by our updated

rule (5), we observe that it need only fire once for each

negative atom. For example, given T+1 ∧¬T
+
2 ∧ ¬T

+
3 , we need

only reduce this to T+1 ∧¬(T
+
1 ⊓T

+
2 ) ∧ ¬(T

+
1 ⊓T

+
3 ) once and we

are done. To that end, we introduce new syntax as follows:

define Negible as Void | Not(Posible)

define Posible as Void | Int | Any

| Tuple[Posible...] | Intersect

term Canonical{PosAtom,Negible...}

Again, Canonical is added to the definition of Type. The

intuition is that Canonical represents a conjunct which either

is a canonical conjunct or is becoming one. A “Negible” is

something like a negative atom, but not quite. Firstly, it can

be Void as Not(Any) is a NegAtom, but we cannot prevent its

reduction to Void (recall Figure 3). Secondly, a Negible may

contain one or more Intersect subcomponents. Either way,

a Negible eventually becomes either a NegAtom, Any or Void.

Given the above representation of canonical conjuncts, we

implement the rules of Figure 2 with the WyRL rules given

in Figure 6. The main feature of these rules is the “switch

over” from And{...} conjuncts to Canonical{...} conjuncts.

This ensures a general conjunct And{...} is converted into

a Canonical at most once, and is achieved by the two rules
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reduce And{Void, Type... ts}: // Fig 2(1)
=> Void

reduce And{PosAtom t1, PosAtom t2, Type... ts}:

=> And(Intersect[t1,t2]++ts) // Fig 2(2)

reduce Canonical{PosAtom t1, // Fig 2(3)
Not(PosAtom t2), Negible... ts}:

=> Void, if t1 == t2

reduce Canonical{PosAtom p, // Fig 2(4)
Not(Void) x, Negible... ts}:

=> Canonical(p++ts)

reduce Root(And{PosAtom p,NegAtom... ns}):// Fig 2(5a)
=> let rs = {Not(Intersect[p,*n]) | n in ns}

in Root(Canonical(p++rs))

reduce Root(Or{And{PosAtom p, // Fig 2(5b)
NegAtom... ns}, Type... ts}):

=> let rs = {Not(Intersect[p,*n]) | n in ns}

in Root(Or(Canonical(p++rs) ++ ts))

Figure 6. Rewrite rules for our updated notion of Figure 2.

labelled Fig 2(5a) and Fig 2(5b). These exploit a special Root
term defined as follows:

term Root(Type)

The Root term is used to signal the outermost position,

since WyRL has no support for expressing this. Rules Fig
2(5a) and Fig 2(5b) operate on the Root in order to ensure

the type is in the appropriate form before introducing a

Canonical. Without Root, they could incorrectly apply to

e.g. Not(And{PosAtom}) which is not yet in the appropriate

DNF form. They also apply Intersect to trim each negative

atom ¬T+y to enforce the invariant T+x ≥ T+y (where T+x is the

corresponding positive atom).

Finally, to test whether t1 is a subtype of t2 we reduce the

term Root(And{t1,Not(t2)}). This reduction either produces

a term Root(Void) or a termwhich cannot be further reduced

and, hence, is not equivalent to void.

5 Experimental Results
We now present results from experiments comparing the

rewrite-based subtype operator developed in this paper with

the existing ad-hoc implementation found in the Whiley

compiler.Whilst performance is not a primarymotivation for

using a rewrite-based operator, it is nevertheless a concern.

That is, if performance was orders-of-magnitude slower, this

might be prohibitive. In our experiments, we employ three

datasets: firstly, the set of subtype tests performed by the

Whiley Compiler when executing its test suite; secondly, the

set of subtype tests performed by theWhiley Compiler when

building the Whiley Benchmark Suite (WyBench); finally, a

series of randomly generated input sets.

5.1 Dataset I — Whiley Compiler Tests
The Whiley Compiler (WyC) ships with 524 valid test cases

for checking correctness against the Whiley Language Spec-

ification [62]. When compiling these tests, a large number

of subtype queries are performed (approx 16K). As each test

represents a syntactically correct Whiley file, many of these

queries have a positive outcome. However, a surprising num-

ber also have a negative outcome (∼ 12%). This is because

method selection (amongst other things) in the presence of

overloaded methods can result in failing subtype tests.

The Whiley language contains a more expressive type

system than that considered here. This includes unions, in-

tersections, negations and integers as considered here, but

also arrays, references, records, recursive types, functions,

and various other primitives (e.g. bool, byte, etc). We elimi-

nated from our benchmark suite those tests involving recur-

sive types, references, and functions. For the remainder, we

translated all extra primitives (e.g. byte) into int. Likewise,

records were translated directly into tuples by simply remov-

ing field names. Finally, arrays (e.g. int[]) were translated

into unit tuples (e.g. (int)). This left roughly 15K subtype

tests remaining which formed the first series of this data set.

Whilst our first series here provides a representative set of

subtype queries, it does contain a large number of repeated

tests. In particular, a large number of tests between primitive

types (e.g. int ≤ int). To reduce this effect, the second series
of this data set is simply the first with all duplicates removed

and comprises around 290 subtype queries.

5.2 Dataset II — Whiley Benchmark Suite
The Whiley Benchmark Suite consists of 26 small bench-

marks totalling around 2.5KLOC of code [7]. These cover

various problems including:N-Queens, LZ77 compression,ma-
trix multiplication, Conway’s Game of Life, tic tac toe, merge
sort, etc. When compiling this benchmark suite, the Whiley

Compiler performs roughly 6K subtype queries. After fil-

tering and transforming these as before, there are around

5.5K remaining which constitute the first series in this data

set. Again, in the second series, all duplicates are removed

leaving only 88 subtype queries.

5.3 Dataset III — Random Types
Our third dataset corresponds to a series of randomly gener-

ated input sets. To generate each input set, we first produce

a fixed set of types generated from a given “space” uniformly

at random. Using this set we generate every possible pairing

from one type in the set to another, where each pairing cor-

responds to a subtype test. An important step here is that

of generating a fixed set uniformly at random from a given

“space”. To do this, we need amechanism to describe a “space”
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of types. Such a description must provide a simple mecha-

nism for counting the number of types in a given space as

we want to pick types arbitrarily without enumerating the

entire space. This is simply because they grow exponentially,

and enumerating them quickly becomes impractical.

We denote a space of types by Td,w where d=depth and

w=width. Intuitively, depth corresponds to the maximum

nesting level permitted on any type in the space and, like-

wise, width corresponds to the maximum number of sub-

components for any type (e.g. the number of elements in a

tuple, or terms in a union). Negations have width 1, whilst

tuples have width ≥ 1 and, finally, unions and intersections

have width ≥ 2. For example, we have the following spaces:

T0,0={int, any}
T1,1=T0,0 ∪ {¬int,¬any} ∪ {(int), (any)}
T1,2=T1,1 ∪

{(int, int), (int, any), (any, int), (any, any)} ∪
{int∨int, int∨any, any∨int, any∨any} ∪
{int∧int, int∧any, any∧int, any∧any}

Note that T0,0 = T0,1 = T1,0 since a type without depth can-

not have width, and vice versa. Also, observe that T1,1 doesn’t

include any unions or intersections as these are deemed only

to make sense at a width of two or greater. For reference, we

note: |T2,2 | = 1010, |T3,2 | = 3062322 and |T3,3 | = 179011590.

For a given space Td,w we can: calculate |Td,w | with rel-

ative ease; and, map each integer from 0 upto |Td,w | to a

unique type in the space. Thus, we can select a fixed num-

ber of types uniformly at random using Algorithm S from

Knuth [50]. In particular, this can be done without holding

the entire space in memory (as this is prohibitive) and with-

out enumerating each type in the space (also prohibitive).

5.4 Experimental Methodology
We now document our experimental methodology. For all

experiments, WyRL v0.4.7 and Whiley v0.3.40 were used.

To enable the comparison between the existing Whiley im-

plementation (in Java) with our WyRL implementation, we

translate the WyRL rules into Java. This is done automat-

ically by the WyRL tool which is designed specifically to

generate Java source to ensure the generated rewrites are

efficient [63]. Furthermore, theWhiley subtype operator was

extracted from the compiler to give us a standalone experi-

mental platform containing both implementations.
2

For a given dataset, the time taken to perform all subtype

tests contained therein was recorded. Each subtype test is

(essentially) a single line of text which must be parsed and

converted into the appropriate internal form for the given

subtype operator. To eliminate this cost from our timing

data, it was performed before timing began. Furthermore,

each experiment employed 25 warm up runs (whose data

points were discarded) followed by 50 timed runs, where

2
http://github.com/DavePearce/RewritingTypeSystem

each run includes every subtype test in the dataset. As such,

our timing data does not reflect the performance that might

be expected from a “cold” JVM but, rather, reflects “steady-

state” performance [36]. The standard deviation across runs

is determined and we report the coefficient of variation (i.e.

standard deviation / mean) to indicate the amount of vari-

ance observed between runs. Finally, we also compared the

outcomes (i.e. whether or not a given subtype test holds or

not) between the two implementations to sanity check them

and this identified a small number of bugs in the existing

ad-hoc implementation (which was not surprising).

Finally, the experimental machine was a MacBook Pro

with an Intel 2.7 GHz Core i5 with 8GB of RAM, running

MacOS 10.11.2 and Oracle’s Hotspot JVM version 1.8.0_66.

The JVMwas executed without any additional command-line

options (e.g. for specifying maximum heap size, etc).

5.5 Experimental Results
Table 1 clarifies the datasets employed in the experiments,

and reports the relative performance of the two implementa-

tions. Overall, we find these results to be encouraging. The

first observation is that, as expected, the rewriting imple-

mentation is always slower than the existing ad-hoc imple-

mentation. This is not surprising given the extra complexity

involved in implementing a general purpose rewrite system.

In most cases, the rewriting implementation is roughly twice

as slow as the existing ad-hoc implementation. However, per-

formance appears to degrade quickly as the average number

of rewrites increases. Indeed, perhaps the most surprising

finding overall is that the average number of rewrites tends

to be relatively low, particularly for the real-world Whiley

Compiler test suite and WyBench benchmarks.

Of course, we must exercise caution when interpreting Ta-

ble 1.Whilst theWhiley Compiler test suite and theWyBench

benchmarks contain real Whiley programs, they are still rela-

tively small in size. As such, it is not clear how representative

of expected compiler workloads they are. One thing, however,

is that the artificial type spaces (i.e. Td,w ) are most likely not
representative of real workloads. In particular, a space such

as T2,2 is swamped with relatively large subtype queries. This

contrasts our expectation that the norm will be relatively

small queries (i.e. since primitive types are more prevalent

than others). Nevertheless, these type spaces provide some

interesting insight into the rewriting system’s performance.

6 Related Work
The primary contribution of this paper is a demonstration

that the subtype operator for a class of complex type sys-

tems can be encoded using a rewrite system. By complex,

we mean that there is a large gap between the syntactic

expression of a type and its meaning. This gap arises from

the presence of algebraic operators over types (i.e. union,

intersection and negation) which enable reasoning through
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Table 1. Experimental Results. Column “Tests” reports the number of subtypes tests in each dataset. Columns “Whiley” and

“Rewriting” report the mean runtime for each implementation and, in brackets, the coefficient of variation. Finally, column

“Rewrites” reports the mean number of rewrites required per test.

Name Description Tests Whiley /ms Rewriting /ms Rewrites
WyC_Tests_1 All subtype queries generated when com-

piling the valid test suite.

14979 59.0 (0.07) 110.0 (0.05) 6.0

WyC_Tests_2 All unique subtype queries generated

when compiling the valid test suite.

290 6.0 (0.3) 11.0 (0.24) 4.0

WyBench_1 All subtype queries generated when

compiling the Whiley benchmark suite

(WyBench).

5567 25.0 (0.04) 49.0 (0.07) 3.0

WyBench_2 All unique subtype queries generated

when compiling the Whiley benchmark

suite (WyBench).

88 6.0 (0.24) 7.0 (0.22) 3.0

TestSuite_1_2 The complete space T1,2 × T1,2 324 6.0 (0.21) 9.0 (0.25) 5.0

TestSuite_2_1 The complete space T2,1 × T2,1 196 4.0 (0.23) 8.0 (0.22) 3.0

TestSuite_2_2 The space δ × δ , where δ is 100 types

chosen uniformly at random from T2,2

10000 50.0 (0.04) 235.0 (0.06) 13.0

TestSuite_3_1 The complete space T3,1 × T3,1 900 11.0 (0.27) 19.0 (0.23) 6.0

TestSuite_3_2 The space δ × δ , where δ is 100 types

chosen uniformly at random from T3,2

10000 62.0 (0.05) 1132 (0.18) 37.0

symbolic manipulation. That is, determining whether two

types are equivalent (for example) requires manipulating

one into the other (or, as we do, manipulating both into

a normal form). In contrast, the type system for a typical

mainstream language does not have such a gap. Java is one

example, where subtyping does not involve much by the

way of algebraic manipulation. Rather, its complexities arise

from: determining the Least Upper or Greatest Lower bound
of types in the inheritance hierarchy [52]; handling complex

generic substitutions in the presence of existentials [10].

We argue that the class of type systems considered here

is important in its own right, as evident from the consider-

able amount of work on such systems. Amadio and Cardelli

were perhaps the first to develop a subtype operator for

such a system involving unions and recursion [9]. Later, the

work of Damm [24] and similarly Aiken and Wimmers [8]

considered recursive subtyping with union and intersec-

tion types. More recently, the XDuce system of Hosoya

and Pierce for representing XML schemas [44]. Frisch et
al. developed CDuce as an extension of XDuce with function

types [12, 34, 35]. Dardha et al. employ an expressive type sys-

tem which includes negations, intersections and (implicitly)

unions [25]. Work has also progressed in the other direction,

by retro-fitting such operators onto existing languages. Büchi

and Weck introduce compound types (similar to intersection

types) to overcome limitations caused by a lack of multiple

inheritance in Java [18]. Likewise Igarashi and Nagira intro-

duce union types into Java [45], whilst, Plümicke employ

intersection types in the context of type inference [65].

WhilstWyRLwas chosen as the underlying rewrite system

here, the resulting reduction system is essentially language

agnostic. We expect that it could, most likely, be encoded

using other systems (and, indeed, an encoding in Rascal can

be found in the accompanying technical report). However,

we are not aware of any published attempt to explore type

systems of the kind considered here in the context of rewrit-

ing. Rather prior work in this direction focuses primarily on

relatively standard type systems (i.e. as found in mainstream

languages) which do not require algebraic manipulation.

The Veritasworkbench allows one to first describe a type

system and then automatically generate a soundness proof

and efficient type checker [37, 40]. The emphasis is on re-

ducing the risk of introducing errors when converting the

specification of a type system into an efficient type checker.

The authors argue that such specifications are typically pre-

sented only as typing judgements in academic papers (for

example) which are then converted by hand into efficient

type checkers. As such, Veritas provides a domain specific

language for expressing type syntax and judgements in a

very similar style to that commonly used in type system

presentations. The authors note this specification language

is geared towards relatively simple type systems and, for ex-

ample, doesn’t support types with arbitrary components (e.g.

tuples). As such, it does not provide the necessary machin-

ery for handling the union, intersection and negation types

considered here. To prove soundness, Veritas employs off-

the-shelf automated theorem provers with domain-specific

proof strategies targeted for type systems. For generating

type checkers, certain optimisations can be applied in some

cases (e.g. for eliminating transitivity subtyping rules). Thus,

we see a clear benefit from separating the declarative specifi-

cation of a type system from its underlying implementation
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as, for example, different optimisations and execution strate-

gies can be employed and empirically evaluated. Finally, the

process of translating declarative type judgements into first-

order logic suitable for an automated theorem prover appears

challenging. In particular, the authors performed separate

studies into the effects of different translation strategies,

finding they can significantly affect prover performance [39].

Likewise, they also compared the effect of using different

provers (though finding less difference here) [38].

Spoofax is another language workbench aimed at allow-

ing DSL designers to easily go from idea to implementa-

tion [48, 75]. In particular, Spoofax allows one to go from a

language specification to a functioning editor in Eclipse with

relative ease. The generated IDE plugin includes many of

the services to which one is accustomed including, amongst

other things, syntax highlighting and semantically-aware
completion based on name and type analysis. For specifying

syntax, Spoofax supports a variant on SDF which, for exam-

ple, allows encoding context-free languages [42]. For speci-

fying rewrites, Spoofax provides the Stratego transformation

language [72]. In many ways, Stratego is similar to theWyRL

language used here and, as with WyRL, no support is giving

for ensuring confluence. A key feature of Stratego is the abil-

ity to represent rewrite strategies within the language itself

(i.e. where rewrite rules and their applications are first-class

entities) and, thus, one can easily experiment with different

approaches. For example, one can specify that a “bottom up”

strategy is used where rewrites are applied to children be-

fore their parents, etc. From our perspective, SDF+Stratego

should allow one to encode the language of types and the

corresponding rewrite rules considered here (though this re-

mains to be shown). One issue is the lack of explicit support

for the unordered (i.e. associative-commutative) collections

found in WyRL which, instead, must be manually encoded

in a somewhat cumbersome fashion. From the perspective of

performance, it is difficult to compare Spoofax with WyRL

given the former’s embedding within Eclipse as a plugin. Fi-

nally, we note that Visser et al. later extended Spoofax with

declarative languages for expressing different semantic com-

ponents, such as for name resolution, operational semantics

and typing rules, etc [73]. From this an interpreter can be au-

tomatically derived, along with Coq definitions upon which

one can establish formal properties (e.g. type soundness).

Rascal is a more recent tool which was strongly influ-

enced by ASF+SDF [49]. Like ASF+SDF, Rascal focuses on

program analysis and transformation but, unlike ASF+SDF,

Rascal provides a single language for expressing these con-

cepts. Rascal also provides additional pattern matching prim-

itives and features over ASF+SDF. For example, Rascal does

not require concrete syntax be given. Rascal also supports

imperative language features, such as I/O and side-effects

and, somewhat curiously, during backtracking side-effects

are even undone (though I/O obviously cannot be). Finally,

like most other tools considered here, Rascal provides no

direct support for ensuring confluence.

From our perspective here Rascal provides similar (and, in

fact, much more) functionality to WyRL (including support

for associative-commutative matching). We can, for example,

encode the language of types and the corresponding rewrite

rules considered here (our accompanying technical report

illustrates such an encoding). Unfortunately, making a useful

performance comparison with WyRL seems, unfortunately,

difficult or impossible. This is because Rascal does not allow

one to generate a standalone rewrite system which can be

compiled and run and, instead, relies on using a REPL. As

such, the best performance comparison we could make saw

Rascal running several orders of magnitude slower (even on

e.g. T1,2).
3
Nevertheless, Rascal offers useful advantages here.

For example, we can encode the intersection and subtype

operators of Figure 2 more directly and thereby avoid the

Intersect term. Likewise Rascal supports arbitrary match-

ing within a list, thus allowing a translation of rules (5) − (7)
from Definition 2.5 for the general case (i.e. rather than for

specific cases, as discussed in §4.2). However, Rascal also

has some disadvantages and, in particular, does not support

inheritance between data types. Consider the definitions of

Primitive and Type from §4.1. Here, Any is implicitly an in-

stance of both Primitive and Type. This fluidity in WyRL

provides a powerful mechanism for capturing subsets of

terms to match over (e.g. PosAtom and NegAtom from §4.3 are

structured subsets of Type used in Figure 5). In our Rascal

encoding, we work around this using explicit matching func-

tions (e.g. isPosAtom()) which offer a comparable solution.

Finally, Rascal has been previously used to implement non-

trivial type checkers: firstly, for the purposes of checking

type constraints in Featherweight Generic Java (FGJ) [49];

secondly, Rascal’s type checker is itself written in Rascal [43].

7 Conclusion
We have explored the use of declarative rewrite rules to im-

plement subtyping for a system with unions, intersections

and negations. The starting point was our existing (paper-

and-pencil) formalisation of this system.Whilst not designed

with rewriting in mind, close parallels were apparent on re-

flection. The translation into our rewrite language, WyRL,

was non-trivial and, indeed, a perfect translation was (just)

beyond its expressive power. We also looked at performance

compared with the existing ad-hoc implementation found in

the Whiley compiler. Overall, the results here were encour-

aging and we expect further gains are possible since WyRL

has not been aggressively optimised. In the future, we are

interested in extending the system to more closely resemble

that found in Whiley. Support for recursive types would be

valuable (though requires coinductive rewriting [30]).

3
One should not take this as an indication that Rascal is inefficient (indeed,

we believe the opposite), only that making a fair comparison is difficult.
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